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Thanks to John Dixon who visited Mosquito creek to check on Tantramar. Frozen almost solid!

Endless dreariness getting you down too?
This has been a long winter so far, and it’s not close to over but we
Pacific Northwesterners are used to the wet and grey. Even for us,
though, it’s been a tough slog. I’m confident that by the weekend,
everything will look brighter (just not sure which month that will
be!) Until then we have to make do with list-making, recipe
trying, budget figuring and day dreaming. This, too, shall pass.
We can vicariously enjoy a little sun and sailing reading about Naida’s,
latest progress. Since last newsletter she has continued to head south
reaching Nuevo Vallarta where she had dinghy chaps and cushion covers
sorted out. (I’m jealous about that!)

FEBRUARY 14

GYC

Awards
Night

And you can meet your new Executive who explain, in their own words, how
they came to sailing and to membership in the GYC – we’re such a varied bunch
us GYCers. It’s a good read. George Paget spells out the chemicals in his
sunscreen that he was allergic to – you will be surprised by the products they
can be found in. And John Dixon comments on George’s heads-up about
molluscs. Lorraine de la Morandière documents the Xmas Mahony gettogether which she and George finally got to after a false start.
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Fleet Captain Robert describes the challenges of securing Reality safely in her
slip during a big blow. Staff Captain Doug announces the
upcoming Photo Contest (see p. 16 for details) and puts a
Y
A
call out for Paddle candidates – don’t be shy about
C
LF
nominating your nearest and dearest – they’ll
eventually forgive you.

CLU B

I have also included a really surprising article about
marine bird management on barges that will have you
chuckling – guaranteed. Doesn’t sound all that interesting
or funny does it – but it really is.
Suzanne Walker, Editor S/V White Wolf

The Paddle in a nutshell
Who will join the ranks of
previous booboo prone sailors in
the GYC fleet? Who will amaze
and entertain with their defense?
And who will take home the
night’s most prestigious award –
the Paddle?
More from the Staff Captain p.4
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Introducing
Our New Commodore
In her own words…
I started sailing with my husband, Rui. We joined Jericho Sailing
Centre in 1976 just as it was being created out of HABITAT FOR
HUMANITY. Our initiation to sailing was the purchase of a Laser
dinghy. This progressed to a Sol Cat catamaran as we “needed” a
faster boat. The lure of fast boats led us to the purchase of an
Pat Costa, Commodore,
Olympic Tornado class catamaran in the early 1980s. We launched
S/V Sparkle Plenty
whole heartedly into local racing and as far away as Kingston,
Ontario and Long Beach, California.
In 1992 we purchased our first of two Martin 242s. More racing followed: we competed in the
many one design races of this still active fleet. Together with our son, Andrew, we cruised the
Sunshine Coast and Gulf Islands. We even made the cover of Pacific Yachting, as a family racing
@ WVYC Wednesday nights. Our passion for the sport and water led Andrew to pursue it as
well. We became the “support team” for his foray into Optimist dinghy racing and the RVYC
race team. It was there we connected with the Dixons, Boardmans and Ramsay’s. All couples
are members of GYC presently.
In 2010, due to health issues, we sold our Martin 242. Lo and behold a mere six weeks later
we purchased Sea Stallion, a Beneteau First 310. Our cruising world expanded to San Juan Islands, Desolation Sound, even
Seattle. At John Dixon’s suggestion we joined the GYC and the rest is history.
Our next five year plan resulted in the purchase of Sparkle Plenty, a Beneteau 36.7. We are in year six, so stay tuned but
don’t see a power vessel on the horizon. Until COVID we remained actively racing on Showtime, a J36 out of RVYC.
I have served on the GYC Executive for the past three years as Executive Officer. The benefits of GYC membership have
been numerous friendships, education, and new cruising experiences.

icers 2022
Executive Off

Commodore’s Message

The GYC has shown remarkable adaptability over the past two years of the COVID
Pandemic. We are more fortunate than most to have our boating community to turn to
for support and friendship.
We will be continuing our monthly meetings using the zoom format until it is deemed
safe to resume in person events. The groundwork for restarting our get togethers at
the Maritime Museum was done in fall of 2021. We anticipate a hybrid format with
in person attendance and zoom available for non resident members.
Our awards presentation for 2021 will take place on February14, 2022. The zoom format worked well last year and the awards are engraved and ready to go. The coveted
“PADDLE’ is awaiting a deserving recipient! Please submit suggestions to Martin
Pengelly. And remember: no error of judgement too small for consideration!
January is a perfect time to start planning for the 2022 sailing/boating year. Granted
there are keeners who sail all year long. In anticipation of being ready to participate
in the cruises such as Easter or the May long weekend, now is the time to assess and
schedule your boat maintenance. The Pandemic rise in boat ownership has led to
busy boatyards, sailmakers, and reduced availability of marine products in our
local chandleries. This is a great opportunity to take stock of safety equipment, replenish first aid supplies, etc.
The Executive and Fleet Captain Robert Sinkus are in the planning stages of our 2022 Cruising
and Meeting Schedule. Stay tuned. Looking forward to seeing everyone in person and on the water in 2022.
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Outgoing Commodore’s Message
Time flies when you’re having fun …
Well, it’s been another “virtual” year except for our
time spent on the boat: on the water, sailing, prawning, swimming, and all that puts a smile on our faces.
Some boats had some bumps along the way, some
Club boats changed hands, some made the leap to
power, but all in all, it was a good year. Weather was
Chris Stangroom
sometimes a challenge, we had the heat dome, the at- Outgoing Commodore,
S/V Christie Cove
mospheric river, etc. etc. and still we made the effort
to get to rendezvous and sail with our friends. What a great group we are!
It was so fun to share some Christmas Cheer with GYC’ers at Mahoney’s
and to get to know some of our newcomers – we could still mingle a bit
then, before the next variant unleashed itself.

And, how wonderful to know
that our members on the Island
and those up on the Sunshine Coast all made
the effort to gather for a Christmas lunch. We don’t have to travel far
to see the close-knit
friendships of the Club
on and off the water.
A year ago I was nervous about being Com- Kurt and Wilma, Bruce and Adele, John L., , Ron
modore but I have to and Eleanor, Karen, Glen at Cow and Gate lunch.
say, everyone made it easy. There is a saying that goes “A truly
amazing team is hard to find, difficult to part with and impossible to forget”. That’s how I feel about my fellow Executive
Santa (aka Mike), Norm, Keith and Polly, Gladys, Rae
members. They have guided me, and therefore the GYC,
and Elaine supping in Gibsons.
through the second year of COVID restrictions. Some of the
many changes that we made this year will stay in place. Others like the “Walkpast” will no doubt go down in
the archives as “good ideas at the time”.
I thank those who are giving their positions on the Executive another year. Glen will take care of our finances
again thanks to our passing the new By-Law and Robert, who has done a superb job organizing rendezvous
only to cancel most of them, will carry on as Fleet. Andreas is the mastermind of the ZOOM meetings, don’t
know what we would have done without him. Doug, I know, has great speakers lined up if and when we
meet again in person.
I must acknowledge Suzanne, our Honorary Editor. She works against all odds to get us those wonderful
pages of reading called “The Gulf Sailor”. How else could we follow Naida with Ken and Ann on their big adventure! And where else would we read an article about sunglasses, or see the fabulous photos she publishes.
Thank you so much for that Suzie. (Suzie would love to mentor someone to assist her.)
Things seem to change so quickly these days and although we are ready and eager to hold our meetings in person again at the Maritime Museum, our patience may be further tested in 2022. We hope not, we plan on it not,
as we so miss the social connections.
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Staff Captain’s Report
Awards Ceremony
The Awards Ceremony is scheduled after the General Meeting on February 14. (If you have a worthy
PADDLE NOMINEE in mind, send the name to Martin, with a one or two sentence description,
marpen@shaw.ca.)

Photo Contest
The photo contest is scheduled after the General Meeting on March 14. Details will be shared in
February. Start sorting through your summer picture collection. See page 16 for more details.

Looking Ahead
We plan to resume normal in-person meetings when it is deemed safe to do so by the PHO. Tentative
presentations include:
• John Laing, Cape Horn: The History and the Danger
• Rod Baker, author of I Need my Yacht by Friday, on Running a Boat Repair Yard.
• Grant Lawrence, author and CBC personality, on Desolation Sound and readings from
Return to Solitude, his soon to be published new book

Doug MacLeod,
Staff Captain,
S/V Willpower

But Just in Case…
the COVID pandemic runs into the spring and virtual meetings remain necessary, we will continue with the practice of short
Member Presentations after general meetings. Presentation suggestions are always welcome.
We also hope to organize a Sailor’s Swap where unused but still functional sailing gear and related materials can be exchanged
among GYC members for free.

Martin Marine donated two $50 gift certificates for general meeting door prizes.

Introducing
Our Staff Captain
In his own words…
Mariette and I first learned to sail in 1975 at Jib Set in Coal Harbour.
They had a fleet of Cal 20’s and promised new, timid sailors that it
was impossible to capsize these hardy vessels. A quality that was
reassuring on our first cruises in tempestuous April winds.
Sailing was interrupted for 12 years when we lived in Hazelton
Doug MacLeod,
Staff Captain,
and the Kispiox Valley. Boating consisted of canoeing and kayaking
S/V Willpower
on Northern lakes and rivers.
In 1988, after settling in Fort Langley, we joined the Surrey Sailing Club in Crescent Beach
and started racing dinghies. Our first boat was an Enterprise, later we purchased a Laser and
a Fireball. Dinghy racing, called “wet-ass” sailing by some, was exhilarating and a great way
to develop skills. But we yearned to cruise our beautiful BC coast.
In 2,000, after several seasons of chartering, we bought our first keel boat, Kate, a Contessa
26. Two years later we joined the Gulf Yacht Club, adding a social dimension to sailing that we
have cherished for almost 20 years. In 2006 we bought Willpower, our Ericson 32, in Everett and
sailed her to West Vancouver.
What would life have been like if we hadn’t become sailors? There would be more money in the bank. But I would never
have romped across the Strait on a broad reach, wind ruffing my hair, or experienced the thrill of watching a whale breach.
And there would have been no sleepy afternoons in sunny anchorages or conversations with GYC friends in the cockpit
long into the evening.
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Introducing
Our Vice Commodore
In her own words…
For those who don’t know me, my name is Cathie and I am your
newly appointed Vice Commodore.
My husband and I joined the GYC over 20 years ago (and three
boats ago), and have met so many wonderful friends because of
this club. It is always so nice to meet up, catch up with friends old
Cathie West,
and new and enjoy the waters of the pacific coast
Vice Commodore,
together.
M/V Solitude
In the past 13 months, we have sold our sail boat and
purchased a power/trawler type-boat and it so nice to be able to still enjoy the club
and to be able to still act as a member of the executive. This will be my third time on
the executive team and I am looking forward to serving as Vice Commodore.
My advice to those of you who are new to the club: think about joining the
executive next year – it’s a great way to stay involved and meet a lot of great people.
Wishing you all a wonderful happy, healthy New Year and great sailing in 2022.

Introducing
Our Executive Officer
In his own words…
I grew up beside the water and always knew I wanted a boat. My summers
were spent at my Grandmothers house in a small fishing village in
Cornwall. My father’s family were fishermen for hundreds of years and
that only ended with my Grandfathers death in the first world war.
I often had access to a row boat and spent hours rowing in the river or
Martin Pengelly,
Executive Officer,
waiting for the fishboats to return with their daily catch to help them
S/V Kailani
unload. My first chance to sail was in High School where our Principal,
who was a keen sailor, started a program where we built a sail boat in the woodworking shop and he
would take some of us out for lessons. I was hooked right away.
When I moved to Canada and settled in Toronto my brother and I built a Sunfish sailboat for use on
the lakes, and after a few years I bought a 16 foot catamaran – now that was real sailing! After a few
years I was transferred to Winnipeg and then Edmonton and that ended boating for a while.
When I moved to Vancouver and married Jane I was very keen to get back into boating again. At first
Jane was not sure about the idea of sailing but we bought a 22 foot Edel boat and she was hooked on
the boating life. Here we are 40 years and 5 boats later and still
sailing. We are blessed with some of the best sailing areas in the
world, with protected waters and beautiful scenery everywhere you go.
One of the highlights of my boating life was the chance to go offshore sailing twice, thanks
to Rod and Dar. Both trips were from New Zealand, one to Fiji and one to Tonga, it was an
amazing experience like no other, waking up in the middle of the South Pacific to incredible
sunrises, and the sight of giant Albatross following the boat.
Sailing has been good to Jane and I, made that much more pleasurable by being part of a
small, active club filled with like-minded people.
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Introducing
Our Signals Officer
In his own words…

Andreas Truckenbrodt
Signal’s Officer
M/V Good Vibrations

I learned how to sail in Germany in 1970, and have sailed in the
Mediterranean and Baltic Sea before I came to Vancouver in 2008.
I've been cruising and racing in the Pacific Northwest ever since.
I'm a member of the Vancouver Rowing Club and a very happy
GYC member since 2011 and had the honour to serve as your
Commodore for 2016 and 2017.

After five great years with my Hunter 336 Afternoon
Delight, a Beneteau Oceanis 40CC Beautiful Day showed
up in my slip at VRC. She's taken me and my Admiral, Cristina, all around our
waters, from Victoria up to the Broughtons. She's also acquired a decent reputation
as a GYC Happy Hour boat. 18 people was
the most we've seen ... !
There is one thing, though, that even
Beautiful Day couldn't change: a lack of wind
and lots of hours motoring at 6 knots. So I've decided to move over to the dark side
and will be getting a Cutwater 30 later this year. In the tradition of music-inspired
boat names, we're naming her Good Vibrations. She has a spacious cockpit, too, so
Cristina and I look forward to many more Happy Hours on Good Vibrations!

Introducing
Our Treasurer
In his own words…
I have had a few careers and am now enjoying my retirement dream: “Buy
a sailboat and go sailing.” But leading up to that eureka moment were a
number of other boat experiences, the first being a Gausfin sail kit
designed for a canoe – I made a centerboard and attached a mast and sail
to the canoe. I built my next canoe from cedar strips and fiberglass with
Glen Mitchell,
maple and ash trim. She was a beauty and I canoed the Yukon River from
Honourable Treasurer,
Whitehorse to Dawson City in it.
S/V Tango
Next up, I got more serious and took sailing lessons with the
Thunderbird Sailing school. I crewed on a few friends’ boats but my wife and I never could agree
to buy a boat. As fate will have it, we got divorced, I was seduced by the dark side and bought a
power boat. This was okay but it wasn’t sailing. Then one foggy Christmas eve I was about to turn
55 and my army buddy came to say, “Mitch if you don’t do it now you never will.” So I bought a sailboat:
Tucana was all mine and I went on one of Capt’ Mac’s cruise-to-learn sailing excursions and found
it all came back to me. So I turned 60 and officially retired to the sailing life.
Well I do enjoy a night at the pub and wanted to meet other sailors, so I became a member of
TCYC and really improved my technical sailing skills. But at TCYC there was always conflict between
going on a race, being on the race committee and going on a cruise. I needed a different club. Surfing the net one night I came
across the Gulf Yacht Club! They were having a cruise to Newcastle Island, I was invited to check it out and the rest is history.
I moved to Nanaimo, bought myself a bigger boat – Tango, a Hunter 35.5 Legend, and fully intend to beat my record 111 days
being out on the water. Now I am in the best cruising club in B.C. and am having a wonderful retirement sailing.
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Fleet Captain’s Report

Family Day Cruise
?? TBA ??

Feb 19-21
Watch
for details about
the Family Day Cruise destination on WhatsApp.
WORK – a four letter word that some of you might still remember ;-)
Anyway, work has me doing 12-15 hour days right now and working weekends when not
away on the boat. Hopefully that will get more manageable as we bring on staff, and get them
up to speed.
In the meantime, getting on the boat really helps to clear my head, and I cherish time on the boat such
as the weekend I recently had at Ekins Point and the time with fellow boaters all the more!
There is talk in the media of Covid burning itself out, and fingers crossed, we could be in for a great year
of cruising either way.

Cruise Schedule:

Robert Sinkus,
Fleet Captain,
S/V Reality

Our Club cruise schedule for the coming year includes our traditional Favourites. AND!! Mark the
following spots on your calendars for these extra gems as well:
• Family Day Long Weekend: Feb 19 -21 – likely a combination of Howe Sound and if weather is
favourable, Silva Bay. Watch for details on WhatsApp.
• Shakedown Cruise to Snug Cove:
• Easter Cruise to Ladysmith
• Spectacular Spring Cruise – week in Gulf Islands departing from our Easter Weekend.
• Canada Day Cruise to Smuggler Cove.
• July: John Dixon is planning another great extended cruise: this year, a series of shorter day
trips through Desolation Sound and the Discovery Islands departing after our Smuggler Cove
cruise, and returning for our Northern August long weekend. I understand that club members
will be welcome to join for part or all of it.
• Extreme Scream Fall Cruise in the Gulf Islands from Fri Sep 23 – Thursday Sep 29, before
returning to join the
• Fall Cruise: Fri Sep 30 - Su Oct 2 in Howe Sound.
I am also hoping to arrange a weeklong Radical Reciprocal Cruise sometime for those of us with
reciprocal privileges to be able to use them together as fellow GYC’ers. With the recent
developments around work, I may have to wait for the early fall for this one.
And a quick shout out to John Dixon for his persistence in connecting to Camp Artaban regarding using their dock (likely stern
to – Mediterranean style) for one of our Howe Sound cruises this year. We hope to have news soon. Thanks John! Looking
forward to a great year of cruising to enhance the quality of our lives whether we are still exposed to four letter words or not!

Upcoming Cruises:
• Family Day: Sa Feb 19-M Feb 21 Details on WhatsApp
• Shakedown Cruise to Snug Cove: Fri Mar 25 - Sa Mar 26
Details in next newsletter.

ACT NOW!
Don’t wait too long to reserve your place at
USSC Marina for Shakedown. Call: 604-947-0707.
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Introducing
Our Secretary
In her own words…
Harry and I joined GYC in Sep 2020 after participating in the GYC
cruises to Newcastle Island and Telegraph Harbor. We were
introduced to the club by Glen Mitchell, whom we knew when we
were former executives and members of Tiddly Cove Yacht Club.
One of our great experiences, of GYC as a Community Builder, was
Cecilia Wong,
when we gathered at Telegraph Harbor, and many joined in to help
Honourable Secretary,
tackle our forstay chain plate issue. Now that’s true club spirit!
S/V Sassy
About Sassy: Our story with Sassy started in Aug 2016 when Harry
and I went to Point Roberts to check out an auction at the marina. Most of the boats on offer
needed way too much TLC, but then we encountered Sassy, a C&C 30, built in 1972, which had
been very active in the Vancouver racing community, including a three times winner of the
Round Salt Spring Island Race.
In September, 2016, we took our first cruise adventure with Sassy from Point Roberts to
Roche Harbour. The engine died after we crossed the Strait of Juan de Fuca, just as it was
getting dark and wind had died too. We decided to carry on with just our genoa up and let the
current and wind take us to Roche Harbour. We got stuck in a patch of kelp and it took hours
before we got away, making it to Roche Harbour at 4am.
There was nowhere at Roche Harbour to find parts to fix our problem, so our best bet was to head back to Point Roberts
under sail. We got towed out and had a wonderful sail, zipping through Boundary Pass at 12 knots. Heading back to Point
Roberts was another challenge as the chain on the wheel did not have any stopper, an accidental oversteer caused the chain
to slip off the sprocket. Losing the ability to steer intermittently made it challenging to head into Point Roberts (to say the
least). After multiple tries we finally got in but had to use our dinghy to get over to the custom dock, and we had to have
Sassy towed back to the slip in the morning.
Cecilia Wong continued on p. 11

Introducing
Our Fleet Captain
In his own words…
I started with dinghy sailing on Ontario lakes, before we finally got a
C&C27. I remember being woken up to help Dad because we were
dragging anchor and the painful stings of the 4” tails of the lines tying the
boom tent whipping my cheeks as we dragged past the other boats. That
may explain my cautious approach to anchoring.
Robert Sinkus,
I moved to BC, where, after years of white water kayaking, I resumed
Fleet Captain,
S/V Reality
sailing, mostly out of Jericho. Eventually I got Reality, got into Burrard Civic,
and joined the GYC. I feel so fortunate for being on the receiving end of all
the warm smiles, good natured welcomes, great support, new friendships, and good times with so
many of our fellow members. It is a great club!
I love so many aspects of being on the water: sailing in heavy airs, flying the kite, paddle boarding,
watching the marine life, seeing bears, elephant seals, sea lions, and whales; evenings of swimming and
barbecuing with friends just before sunset on a summer’s night on English Bay, hiking in remote areas
and, of course, connecting with others on club trips.
I look forward to supporting the club in having another great year on the water.
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Naida’s Journey South to Nuevo Vallarta
So much has happened since we checked in with Naida. She crossed the Sea of
Cortez from Bahia los Frailes on the Baja peninsula and headed to her Xmas berth
in Mazatlan. Her crew returned to Canada to see family and chill out in the snow.
Likely you saw them on Zoom at our January AGM anxious to get back to the sun.
You can follow them on their adventure here:
https://forecast.predictwind.com/tracking/display/Naida
And here are the next lot of posts on their journey:

C
º rossing Golfo de California to Mazatlan:
Wed Dec 08 2021

There wasn’t a soul in sight most of our first day crossing the
gulf. We had hoped to see humpbacks as we sailed just south
of where we’d seen them diving off the panga a few days
earlier. There were a few
boats on the AIS, and the
closest was a catamaran
completing the crossing
in the other direction
whom we could just
make out at our closest
point of approach 6 nm
away. No flying modula
There was virtually no wildlife in evidence rays, nor dolphins, and
for most of our trip across the gulf.
it was 9 hours in to our
sail when we spotted a lone seagull. We’ve had perfect
conditions for sailing – an apparent wind of 11-17 knots abeam
with seas of 1-1.4 m causing some rolling but not breaking over
the gunwhale except for a few occasional splashes. With one
reef in the main and 100% jib we’re averaging 6.8 kts in the
water and with a current in our favour about 7.5 kts to our
destination.
The winds are expected to lighten towards the end of the
passage. Temperatures are near perfect with the sun shining
and the breeze sufficient to keep us cool. With these conditions
we haven’t missed the opportunity to get some sourdough
bread rising tucked snugly under the dodger in the warmth of
the sun. We’re due in to Mazatlan mid-morning, and will likely
wait to bake the bread when port lights can be opened down
below. We’ve been managing with tortillas and tostadas for
‘bread’ and given the heat in Mexico, the days of breadbaking
may be numbered. The sourdough starter can supposedly be
frozen, so we may go that route if we’re using it infrequently.
We still use it to make cinnamon rolls occasionally so we’ll
have to see.
It was a fantastic sail and crossing with temperatures warm
enough to only need T-shirts and shorts even on the overnight
watches. We did have a buddy boat – Not All There – for the
crossing. They are a catamaran and appear to have started out
in La Paz. We got a friendly call from them on the VHF at our

simultaneous
arrival
in
Mazatlan. They were heading
to El Cid where they had
booked moorage. They had
anchored off Isla Venados in
the past so we headed there
over the northern Isla Pájaros.
(I saw this on a T-shirt the other day – The reason we’re All Here
is because we’re Not All There).f

Mazatlan:

Wed Dec 08 2021

We anchored off Isla Venados (Deer Island) on our arrival and
had our usual snooze followed by a swim or two as we settled
after the overnight crossing. The bread got baked and we
cranked all the hatches open and blasted the fans to cool down
the boat. Our arrival was on a Sunday and we soon realized
why the two other sailboats at anchor left shortly after our
arrival. Isla Venados is a hot spot for day cruises on catamarans
with various decibels of Mexican music blaring and it was a
weekend afternoon. We welcomed sundown when they all left
and we had the place to ourselves. We could still hear some
distant music from the city, but had a good night even with no
flopper-stopper deployed.
We had scouted the Mazatlan waterfront with our binoculars
and had not seen a convenient place to land our dinghy so the
next day we decided to head to Isla Piedra anchorage where
we could take our dinghy to a dock and visit the old city.

Isla de la Piedra is a small island peninsula near the port
of Mazatlán.
Naida continued on p.10
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Naida continued from p.9

Our guide books cautioned to keep
everything well secured on the boat when
leaving it, however Ken had read on
Navionics that the city had in the last few
years addressed the unsavory elements
behind the thefts, as they realized that it was
impacting business negatively with boaters
staying away.
The anchorage is quaint
with many palapas on
the beach. We ate a
lovely seafood dinner
under a dried grass roof
on the beach. We’d
discovered when we
went into the market in
the old city earlier in
the day that the dinghy
motor
carburator Marina Riviera Nayarit at La Cruz where
needed cleaning, so we million dollar, mostly US boats, contrast to
the down-to-earth town.
rowed to Carmelita’s
for dinner. The surf was
less than a foot and we
timed landing with the
wheels
deployed,
riding the surf in. We
were prepared as usual
wearing our water
shoes and quick-dry
shorts and jumped out
into calf deep water
Palapa near the marina where we enjoyed a and hauled the dinghy
margarita waiting for the laundry.
well up on shore. It was
a low tide and with the
occasional ATV or
motorcycle that travel
along the beach, we
wanted the dinghy
well out of the way
when the sun set.
We enjoyed dinner and
did wonder whether
we might be chalMore palapas near the lavenderia.
lenged launching in the
dark since the lack of moonlight made it difficult to see much
more than the next wave coming in and we didn’t have any
motor assist to power us along. In the end we may have just
been lucky as we hopped in each side of the dinghy quickly
after the surf passed us and were able to row out without
getting caught in any additional swell.
We had a quiet night aboard and Ken attended the GYC executive meeting fulfilling his duties as secretary. It was a brief visit

in Mazatlan, and we’ll have to wait
until we retrace our steps north into
the Sea of Cortez next year to see more
of it and hike El Faro.
For now we are southbound on an
overnight to spend a few days at Isla
Isabel – an island about 12 nm off San
Blas and a bird sanctuary.f

A beautiful sunset as we
leave Mazatlan for an
overnight
passage to Isla Isabela.
Isla Isabela is a bird sanctuary and a
nesting ground for frigate birds.

The infamous blue footed
booby.
There was great snorkeling on the reef.
The water was so clear we could see our
anchor at 20 feet.

La Cruz de Huanacaxtle
Thu Jan 20 2022

Apologies for the delayed posting.
La Cruz was our second stop along mainland Mexico after
having first anchored off Mazatlan. We only arrived a few days
ahead of our departure home to Vancouver which included a
visit to Ontario for the pre-Christmas weekend birthday
celebration where four of Ken’s immediate family have
birthdays in the week before Christmas. This was a special
occasion as it was Ken’s Dad’s 90th birthday and Ken’s 60th.
With the brief time in Mazatlan and then La Cruz we have had
the opportunity to connect with the Mexico cruising
community, as distinct from the connections we’ve made so far
in our travels which were more with the transiting cruisers.
(The Southbound Pacific Northwest Cruisers Facebook group
was a great community online space to keep up with everyone
when we weren’t in the same port or anchorage.)
Naida continued on p.11
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Naida continued from p.10

The cruising community in mainland
Mexico is well-established and well
organized. In both Mazatlan and La Cruz
(all the way to Puerto Vallarta) they have a
morning cruiser net on VHF-22 where
information on daily and upcoming events
is exchanged and cruisers request assistance
on different matters.
On the few days we managed to catch the net at 8:30 in the
morning we heard about a two-hour beach clean up session;
sailing races being organized; rides organized on Fridays for
grocery shopping from old-time cruisers now residing in La

Cruz; orders that could be placed with a local merchant for
fresh ceviche to be delivered to the marina; meditation
sessions; and a concert being put on at the marina
amphitheatre by the local school children.
We’ve been impressed by how well organized and connected
the cruising community appears to be, and that they take their
role as good stewards and members of the local community.
As we head home our focus is visiting with our family and
friends that we’ve left behind in Canada but we look forward
to integrating with this new community on our return south in
the new year.f

Projects and family in Nuevo Vallarta
We've used our two weeks in Nuevo Vallarta to
get some boat projects done. The sewing
machine has been taking up the salon table and
some dinghy chaps were completed. Ken
assisted along the way and otherwise was busy
with other boat jobs.
We will head south for a month and then north
to the Sea of Cortez this year. The south pacific
excursion will be next year.

Left: Sunset from Playa Royale where we've been staying with Ken's aunt Ruth in
Nuevo Vallarta. Right: The sewing room.

Left to right: The fabric on the end of the tube is Phifertek to allow water to drain. Thanks to Lana Wong for spotting me some of her spare fabric before
we left Vancouver. With dinghy oars on. Hanging off the davits. The forward piece below the rubrail was added to the design after seeing other dinghy
chaps in the marina. New cushion covers made by Camelia here in Nuevo Vallarta.
Cecilia Wong continued from p.8

Life Lesson: One incident could have taken my life. In March, 2018 we moved Sassy from Point Roberts to Milltown – it took
seven hours of motoring. After docking, I went down below for a very short time but that was long enough to get CO 2
poisoning. Fortunately our friend Peter saw me from the companion way and I was able to climb out half way before passing
out – I have no recollection of what happened from that point on.
They laid me down in the cockpit where I slowly regained consciousness and I was taken to VGH and treated in the hyperbaric
chamber in order to avoid permanent neurological problems.
My job as Secretary: As Secretary, I am responsible of recording
meeting minutes for all meetings, handling member registrations
and renewals, generating the membership roster, and archiving
the records in both digital and physical form. While I learn about
the GYC processes and people, I welcome feedback from anyone.
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Christmas Cheer at Mahony’s
Lorraine and George got off to a frustrating start, winding up at the pub after a stressful time getting there, on time but totally frazzled. But where was everybody? Not
where they were. Was it the wrong night? The wrong time? The wrong place? Oh no!
What a nice Christmas event that was! Too bad that George and I were at the wrong place at the right
time. We fought traffic and a traffic accident to get there on time, we went around the block to find
parking, trekked to restaurant and back again to get the blasted masks. Then we ended up being the
first ones at the party!!!?? Not a single GYC sailor in the room.

Lorraine de la
Morandière,
S/V Somerset

That should have been our first clue.
The waitress assured us we were at the
sailing event so we ordered up a glass
of wine and waited. See below, George
giving a speech at the non-party next
door. :) at Wicklow’s.
Finally, Robert called to put us out of
our frustrated misery and told us where
the GYC party was actually happening.
We got there in time for me to take pics
of the crowd, happy to be visiting in
person at long last, and to order some
dinner before the kitchen closed. Phew!

Ragnar (Christie Cove), Nancy and Phill
Little (Forever Young), Ernie and Yvonne Van
Dyk (Honu III), Robert (Reality),
Mariette and Doug (Willpower)

Front left and right, Liz and Klaus Reiniger
(Moondance), Rae and Mike Sutcliffe
(Encore), Roy (Rui) Costa (Sparkle Plenty)

George Bamford (Somerset) wondering why he
and Lorraine were the only ones there!

Peter, a friend of Harry and Cecilia’s (Sassy),
and Glen Mitchell (Tango)

George Bamford (Somerset), Jennifer Oram
and Chuck Spong (Windstrel)

Andreas Truckenbrodt and Cristina Powe
(Beautiful Day – now sold), Terry Dixon
(Tantramar)

Wolf Bergelt and Judy Cowe, (Lobo Del Mar),
friend Dan Sinclair with Barry Van Leeuwen
(Feliner) and John Dixon (Tantramar)

Martin and Jane Pengelly (Kailani), Suzanne
and Miles Walker (White Wolf), Dar Farrell
and Rod Caple (SawLeeAh)
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Musings on Dock Lines at My Slip
Robert discusses the challenges he has tying up at his home dock and offers solutions
and advice, some hard earned by friends, about how best to be safe in strong winds.
Conditions at My Slip in Heavy Weather
The recent big wind storms had me thinking about my boat
and how its set up. I was quite glad to see that the prevailing
storm winds blow boats and barges onto the north side of
False Creek as I am moored at Burrard Civic Marina on the
south side of False Creek. I thought of the big barge that
crashed on to the beach in November and is still there. The
thought of it coming at my boat was alarming until I
remembered that all craft seem to be blown onto the north
shore, and reach it well before our marina. Last winter, I was
at the marina when high winds created waves that, while not
visible on the surface of the water in the marina, still had my
boat and most others bouncing violently around with fairly
violent stops when the bow and stern lines were suddenly
pulled tight. I suspect most of your boats are more protected
from our winter storms and lay calmly in their berths despite
the raging storms. Still, I thought I’d share my musings.

Dock Hardware
My slip has both horn cleats and a ring mounted to the dock.
Two cleats are by the bow, one is by the stern, and a ring about
half way between midship and stern cleats.

My Dock Line Set Up
My lines are all nylon (most are 3-strand). One forward spring
line that goes through the dock ring has 2 full round turns and
3 half hitches. (For any readers who are unclear: a half turn is
once around, and a full round turn is twice around, so the line
wraps all the way around one and a half times: see diagram).

Half Turn

Round Turn

The bitter end is lead back with a rolling hitch onto the fixed
line with a spliced eye at its end. The eye goes over the stern
cleat. The other line on that
ring is similarly tied to the
ring, and I have two SS
carabiners tied in that are my
forward and aft points of
attachment at the midship
cleat before the line is cleated
Rolling Hitch
at the outer end of the dock.
I need two carabiners because the midship cleat is an 8” long

toe rail cleat made with an 8” open
elongated stainless steel ring
mounted to my toe rail, and a single
carabiner clipped to it would slide
along its length, allowing the boat to
slide back and forth.

Robert Sinkus,
Fleet Captain,
S/V Reality

Each carabiner acts as the
attachment for a midship
spring line pulling in
opposite directions to prevent fore and aft motion of
the boat. The forward carabiner is redundant to make
Toe Rail Folding Cleat
sure the boat is kept off the
main dock. I have no lifeline gates, and usually board from
the stern, so making sure the stern stays the right distance
away from the dock (and the nasty metal hardware on it that
would love to gouge my gelcoat) is important. These two
carabiners that attach to the toe rail cleat are my first to attach
when docking and last to undo when undocking.
At high flow rates, the current past my boat at the dock is
about 1-2 knots. So that combined with storm force winds that
can come into the marina make it important to control any fore
– aft motion. I also secure the tiller to prevent the rudder from
getting caught in the current, turning all the way and loading
up against the rudder stops when the current is from the stern.
One other thing about my slip is that it is much shorter than
my boat, so there is no way to have a traditional bow line at a
right angle to the dock from the bow. This creates extra
loading in a storm and I compensate for that by having two
oversized bow lines at an angle to the dock: (1 with a snubber
and the other with a snubber on back order), 3 forward
springs, 1 aft spring (the strong winds and waves come from
the bow), and a stern line with a snubber.
Because I am single handed with many dock lines and want
to minimize time getting on and off the dock, and because the
fore and aft location of the boat is important for boarding, my
dock lines are fixed in place with their eyes at the right distance
to go over the cleats. The one exception is my third forward
spring line (Did I mention I really want to keep the stern off
the dock?) which I tie with a round turn and 2 half hitches to
the toe rail cleat after all other lines have been made fast.

Landing at the dock
I do have two temporary “landing lines” I use returning to the
dock. One is affixed to the toe rail with a carabiner at one end.
The other end has a loop held open with plastic corrugated
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hose. I use that loop to lasso the first cleat as I return to the
dock. It is premeasured to stop me at the right distance, and it
also helps to keep the boat parallel to the dock. Without it,
when I let go of the tiller as I am about to get off the boat, it
usually turns hard over wanting to push the bow or stern
away from the dock, and currents and wind can also want to
turn the boat. This lasso line really helps me. I remove it once
the dock lines are attached. The other line is a red line I attach
to the midship cleat as a breast line to control the boat “just in
case”. It has been helpful on a number of occasions when the
combination of my short slip, wind, and current seem to be
working against me. Both lines are easy to identify in my
lazarette at a glance, even in night time conditions.

boats sitting calmly at the dock in benign conditions, the lines
need to survive the full force of the worst storms each year –
the ones that sometimes break our docks at Burrard Civic
Marina.
I've added chafe protection sleeves where the line goes
through the chocks (which on my boat have rotating bushings
to also help reduce chafe).
I used to use carabiners clipped to the toe rail for some of my
dock lines, but found they were wearing against the sharp
edge of the toe rail opening. Because of that edge, tying to the
toe rail is not desirable for permanent dock lines.

Preventing Chafe

Also, some boats at my
marina
use
polyester
instead of nylon line.
Polyester has better chafe
resistance, and is usually
inexpensive as it has been
salvaged from old running
Snubber
rigging. BUT it has much
lower elasticity. So especially with the shorter bow and stern
lines, polyester creates huge point loads both on the dock and
our boat's hardware. The violent stopping would be even
worse with polyester lines).

Many boats at our marina have a line run from their boat
through a dock ring to another location on the boat. This
appears to do very little for holding the boat in position as the
line is able to move back and forth in the ring.
Friends learned about the effects of chafe and rings the hard
way on their power boat in Fossil Bay on a windy night. They
had run a single line from one bow chock with a half turn
through the mooring ball ring and back to the other bow
chock. They were down below when in the dark under heavy
winds, they heard what they described as a gunshot: Their
line had parted at the ring and the boat was now floating free.
They now run two lines, each with a round turn. Running
each back through the chock it was led from prevents any
sawing action. They say they’ve been out in even worse
conditions since then, and with the new configuration have
had no issues.

Dock Line Material

Snubbers
On that note, last year in rough conditions at the dock, I could
see the violent action on the dock lines as the boat bucked in
the waves (so different from when the boat sits there at rest).
I was more concerned with the possibility of the old dock
hardware failing than with my boat’s. I installed rubber
snubbers (the type the line wraps around) on two of my
shorter dock lines to further reduce the shock loading and it
seems to really reduce the boat’s motion at the dock in bad
conditions and I no longer see the violent bucking I used to.
They really do work.

Chains on Dock Lines?
Typical mooring line attachments.

Apparently with only a half turn through the ring, it allows
the line to slide back and forth and the ring (even if it seems
smooth) can saw through the line in heavy winds. A full round
turn tends to lock the line in place. It also significantly
decreases the load on the line at the “backside” point where
the line is against the ring. With a half turn, there is a single
bend at the point of contact against the backside of the ring
and that part of the line sees the full load. With a round turn,
the forces for friction and loading at the ring are halved as
each of the two bends each now only see half the load. Also by
running the line back through the chock it is led out of, the
line is fixed in place on the ring, so there is no sawing action.
Either way, it is a good idea to use good chafe protection
and properly sized lines. Although we usually only see our

The one thing I haven't done is to splice the lines to chain that
would be shackled to the dock cleats and ring. I’ve heard there
are marinas that require this for all permanent dock lines. I
believe the location where the line leaves the cleat can be a
significant chafe point, and if you have permanent dock lines
that you don’t undo, it is very hard to see/notice the wear
until it is too late. Because the location of my stern to the main
dock is so critical and I use eye splices for the boat end of my
dock lines, I am not confident I could tie the boat to the dock as
securely as I do now (very little slack in any of the lines). I could
use a knot to the chain or a shackle so I could fine tune the
length, but that would reduce the breaking strength of the line.
Well it looks like the forecasts are calling for the coming
weather to be better for sailing than musing. Fingers crossed
that we can get out for some winter sailing soon! Hope to see
you out there!
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Ahoy Sailors! Sun Allergy Clarification…
Here is the definitive conclusion to my sun allergy odyssey. I was allergic to two
hideous chemicals commonly found in paint, skin care products and sunscreen.
The toxic (to me) ingredients identified were:
1. Methylchloroisothiaolinone or Methylisothiazone, a preservative that is
used in many skin care products .
2. Ethylhexylglycerin, an antibacterial compound that is used in paints and
many skincare products. It is a natural substance so it maybe used in "organic"
George Paget,
products. I learned this compound was used in my bottom paint (for my boat )
S/V Contender
to sanitize the paint making equipment.
Within my boat and on my face was a witch's brew.
As Dr Fauci said "believe in the science," so I did. Neutrogena Sunscreen was dermitolgist approved.
I have learned to use a sunscreen that is made for babies. I presently use a zinc and titanium oxide product and will now try a regular sunscreen that is made for babies. I was told that the actual UV filtering
compounds are seldom toxic.
I can now happily return to reading the Iliad. Apparently the heros at Troy didn't use sunscreen.

Before giving up
usual sunscreen.

Chain Locker Renovation
I hadn’t explored the chainlocker for
quite a long while…
If I left it any longer salt water would get into
the electric motor. I scraped off the rust and
painted it. I will wrap it with waterproof tape.
Installation will take a few minutes. This is an
easy fix. Ignoring it could be expensive.
Putting his oar in…

Letter to the Editor
Re: George Paget’s excellent piece about “distasteful mollusks”
provided enlightening information that we need to be aware of.
In the December issue of the Gulf Sailor there was an excellent and interesting piece submitted by
George Paget about distasteful mollusks. George based his article on a YouTube video that describes
how diseases such as Hepatitis A can be contracted by eating raw shellfish. I had no idea that serious
diseases in humans could be passed on to molluscs through sewage and then back to humans. I was
aware that you can become ill with norovirus (which causes intestinal distress) from eating these tasty
bi-valve morsels but contracting Hepatitis (and other serious ailments) was new information for me.

John Dixon
S/V Tantramar

As most are aware, there are two types of molluscan shellfish contamination that can be
passed along to humans (these nasty bacteria and viruses don’t affect the host). The first is
sewage contamination and that is what George was referencing. Although you might not
like ingesting poo, the adverse effects can be removed if the shellfish is properly cooked.
The second threat is PSP (Paralytic Shellfish Poisoning), sometimes referred to as “red tide”,
which cannot be eliminated by cooking. PSP is very dangerous and can have serious
consequences including death. The Department of Fisheries does a pretty good job of testing
for these two types of contaminates and if there is any hint of the PSP toxin they close the
whole shellfish harvesting area. It is a good idea to pay attention to any closures.
I am not in the habit of eating raw shellfish but after learning this I will definitely be cooking
any clams, oysters (see pic taken in Smuggler Cove) or mussels I am fortunate enough to catch.
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A New Pack at Westridge Marine Terminal
As construction of the Expansion Project continues at Westridge Marine Terminal, so does the work behind the scenes towards environmental mitigation and protection, including an innovative program that
uses coyote decoys on our marine barges.
Say what? Coyote urine?

“The barges used for construction at Westridge Marine Terminal are very
attractive to migratory birds, mainly geese. They essentially act as an
island, surrounded by water, isolated from many predators,” says Parker.
“Our goal is to keep all wildlife safe during construction, therefore, we
introduced coyote decoys and commercially available coyote urine to help
deter birds from landing and nesting on the barges.”

Alysha Parker, Environmental Coordinator at Kiewit Ledcor Trans
Mountain Partnership (KLTP) to learn more. “Coyote decoy deterrents
are a relatively new
nesting prevention
mitigation measure
used for marine bird
management
on
barges. We started
this pilot project in
February 2021, and
Coyote decoy on barge at Westridge Marine Terminal.
since then we have
grown our decoy pack to 13 coyotes. To prevent habituation, the coyote
decoys are placed in different locations on the barges throughout the
migratory season. The coyotes are continuously repositioned, while the
scent deterrent is sprayed along the edges, corners or around attractive
nesting locations such as crevices. The birds see and smell the coyotes and
Coyote decoys on a water taxi en route to barge.
are then deterred from nesting in these locations,” adds Parker.
Prior to construction of the Expansion Project, environmental professionals logged more than 25,000 person-days working
diligently in the field to identify environmental features and habitat to ensure proper mitigation, including avoidance. Since
construction has started, environmental crews have continued their work and, to date, have spent more than 15,000 persondays implementing site-specific mitigation measures for these features and will continue this work throughout construction.

Give it Your Best Shot – Enter the GYC Photo Contest
Don’t let that word ‘contest’ scare you off – there is no skill or photographic expertise required. Sift
through last season's cruising pics for your best shots and you could be a winner in the Gulf Yacht Club
2022 Photo Contest, coming in March. Further details from Andreas coming soon.
Do you have photos of stunning sunsets in quiet anchorages, sailboats surging over
the waves, dolphins leaping out of the water or GYC sailors socializing in cockpits?
Or something like this shot of Andreas on Beautiful Day? Or his great sunset?
We’d like to see photos that generate thoughts
about future sailing adventures and remind us
why we love to be out on the water with
friends. Everyone who submits has a chance to
win a small prize, so don’t be shy
This year photos will be submitted and judged
online. Details will be shared at the February
general meeting. See you there.
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January Virtual Annual General Meeting Minutes Cont. from p.18

• WhatsApp has become a very valuable communication
tool for the 50 registered participants. Thanks to
Robert Sinkus for setting this up! We also provided
“WhatsApp Sailing Directions” with tips and tricks for
the efficient use of WhatsApp.
• The Council of BC Yacht Clubs held 5 online meetings
in 2021. The Council is looking for members to engage
in governance functions (President) and revitalize the
Council’s activities. Andreas has taken over the role as
Secretary from Sheila Boucher who performed this
function for many years very successfully.
• No major news from the Marine Parks Forever Society.
The President George Creek is very active to try to
engage BC Parks more. The very successful stern tie
program is on halt due to outstanding consultation
issues with the First Nations.
• I enjoyed my work as Honorary Signals Officer and
would like to thank my colleagues in the Executive and
all members for their great support!
Secretary –
• Ken reported that we finished the year with 83
members, including 5 new members in 2021. Of these 76
are Active, 4 Non-active, 1 Interim, and 2 Honorary Life.
In the context of fees, 44 members are considered
Resident, 16 Non-resident, and 23 Mate.
• Membership renewals are underway, we have collected
64% of the fees owed. If you have not yet renewed your
membership please do so as this will expedite the
production of the roster.
• Thanks to zoom I was able to continue my duties as
secretary while we sailed down to Mexico.
Vice Commodore –
• John reported that he did not have much to do this year
as the duties of the Vice Commodore were not needed!
The VC runs the coffee bar for the in-person meetings
and none were held, organizes the annual awards
dinner and dance which was cancelled, and fills in for
the Commodore when they are not available for
meetings and the Commodore attended all meetings.
• The normal progression through the executive is to be
Vice Commodore, Commodore, and then Past
Commodore. John has held all these positions but not in
that order. After seven years on the executive John is
stepping down.
2nd Door Prize Draw
• Glen drew Bruce Edmond. Bruce will be given a $50 gift
certificate to either Martin Marine or Steveston Marine.
Gulf Sailor Editor –
• Suzanne asked the incoming executive to provide a bio
and pictures of themselves and their boats. This is a way
to introduce themselves to the members.

Past Commodore
• Dar presented the slate of executive candidates for
2022:
Commodore: Pat Costa
Vice Commodore: Cathie West
Fleet Captain: Robert Sinkus
Staff Captain: Doug MacLeod
Executive Officer: Martin Pengelly
Honorary Secretary: Cecilia Wong
Honorary Treasurer: Glen Mitchell
Honorary Signals Officer: Andreas Truckenbrodt
Past Commodore: Chris Stangroom
• As there were no other candidates the slate was
accepted by acclimation.
• Dar stated that she is retiring from the executive and is
feeling sad, she will miss the participation but will help
Robert with his duties as Fleet.
Awarding the Silver Ship
• Pat Costa introduced the Silver Ship award by showing
a picture of the beautiful silver model of a ship. This
award is presented to the member that best represents
the spirit of the Gulf Yacht Club and is voted on by the
membership multiple times during the year. The votes
are tallied by a non-member at the end of the year.
While many deserve the award his year’s recipient is
Andreas Truckenbrodt.
• Andreas thanked the club for the honour of receiving
the award and stated that he has always been envious
of John who has won the award more than once.
Andreas acknowledged that many do deserve the
award and reiterated his thanks.
Commodore –
• Chris reported that the club has been in existence for
more than 50 years and this doesn’t happen without a
good team at the helm. Thanks to everyone who
served on the executive as it makes it worthwhile.
Business Arising from the Reports
• Martin Pengelly thanked Chris for standing in as
Commodore in such a difficult year.
NEW BUSINESS –
• Robert Sinkus reported that last year he organized a
bulk purchase of Ports and Passes in order to get a
15% discount. He will not be doing so this year as
Martin Marine will give all members a 15% discount
just for saying you’re a
member of the Gulf Yacht
Club. No membership card is
needed.
Motion to Adjourn by by Glen
Mitchell. Carried.
Meeting adjourned 20:12 hrs.
Minutes prepared and
respectfully submitted by
Ken Buckley, Hon. Secretary,
S/V Naida.
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Minutes
of the Virtual Annual General
Meeting, January 10, 2022
The meeting was called to order at
19:33 hrs by Commodore
Stangroom.

COMMODORE COMMENTS AND WELCOME
• Commodore Stangroom reported the sad news that
Marie Pearson passed away.
Motion and Second for The Minutes of the previous
meeting
• Moved by Robert Sinkus and seconded by Cathie West.
Carried.
Business arising from the Minutes of the previous
meeting
• None.
REPORTS OF OFFICERS:
Executive Officer –
• Pat reported the 2021 trophies will be presented at the
February 14, 2022 general meeting. Please submit any
suggestions for the Paddle award to Martin Pengelly. If
you feel you may be nominated for the Paddle prepare
your rebuttal!
• The cost of burgees has been raised to $30, please check
yours and replace if necessary. The new burgees are
much better quality than previous ones and there are
more on order.
• Pat reported the average attendance of the virtual
meetings in 2021 has been 40 people.
Treasurer –
• Glen submitted the year-end financial report showing
cash assets of $93, savings account balance of $4124,
and chequing account balance of $11,112 for a total of
$15,329. There was a surplus of income to expenses of
$671 for the year. The financial report was audited by
Martin Pengelly.
• Robert Sinkus moved to accept the year-end financial
report, seconded by Phill Little. Carried.
Staff Captain –
• Doug thanked everyone that gave mini presentations,
they were interesting, engaging, moving, entertaining,
and thoughtful.
• The photo contest is scheduled after the general
meeting on March 14. Details will be shared in February.
Start sorting through your summer picture collection.
• When we can resume in-person meetings Doug has
tentatively lined up some great presentations:
– John Laing to speak about Cape Horn,
– Rod Baker, author of I Need my Yacht by Friday, to
speak on Running a Boat Repair Yard, and
– Grant Lawrence, author and CBC personality, to speak
on Desolation Sound and readings from his new book
Return to Solitude.
• The above speakers all wish to speak in person. If we are
unable to hold in-person meetings we will continue with
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short member presentations after the general meetings.
• Doug hopes to organize a Sailor’s Swap where used but
still functional gear can be exchanged among members
for free.
1st Door Prize Draw
• Glen drew Bob Hamelin, who was not present, and then
drew Rod Caple and Dar Farrell. They will be given a
$50 gift certificate to either Martin Marine or Steveston
Marine.
Fleet Captain –
• Robert is working with the executive on a schedule for
this year’s cruises. He is proposing the traditional cruises
associated with holidays, plus some additional cruises
such as a Family Day cruise, Spectacular Spring Cruise, an
extended July cruise, and an Extreme Scream Fall cruise.
Robert emphasized that everyone is welcome to all
cruises and in particular women are welcome on the
Extreme Scream Fall cruise.
• In addition Robert anticipates some individual cruises
organized over WhatsApp when any member sends out
a message about their intentions to cruise. Robert plans
to do this as he uses his reciprocal moorage from his
other club affiliation and encourages others to do the
same.
• John Dixon spoke of his intention to explore
Desolation, the Discovery Islands, and a bit of the
Broughtons this year and welcomed all participants.
Hon. Signals Officer and Council of BC Yacht Clubs –
• Andreas reported that due to the ongoing Covid
restrictions on in-person meetings, all GYC Executive
and General Meetings were held via Zoom. As
members became more familiar with online meetings,
the attendance numbers were gradually increasing to
over 40 at the December meeting. The members also
appreciated the opportunity to chat before the official
start of the meetings.
• The website gulfyachtclub-bc.ca is kept current with
updated information on cruise and meeting schedules.
The cruise schedule had, unfortunately, to be changed
frequently due to the necessary cancellations of some
of our cruises.
January Virtual Annual General Meeting Minutes Cont. from p.17
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Minutes
of the Virtual General Meeting,
January 10, 2022
The meeting was called to order at
20:12 hrs by Commodore Pat Costa.

COMMODORE COMMENTS AND WELCOME
• Commodore Costa thanked departing Executive
members, Ken Buckley and John Dixon for their service,
congratulated members staying on the Executive team
in 2022, and welcomed new Executive members Cathie
West as Vice-Commodore, Martin Pengelly as Executive
Officer and Cecilia Wong as Secretary.
• Commodore Costa noted the attendance of 32 members
at the meeting and membership.
Motion and Second for The Minutes of the previous
meeting
• Moved by Robert Sinkus and seconded by Chris
Stangroom. Carried.
Business arising from the Minutes of the previous
meeting
• None.
REPORTS OF OFFICERS:
Executive Officer –
• Martin reported no additional updates.
Treasurer –
• Glen reported 64% members already paid.
Secretary –
• Cecilia reported no additional updates.
• Cecilia motioned to shred paper copies of all new
applications and member renewals with the records
scanned and archived on the laptop. Andreas suggested
to also save to Google Drive. Carried.
Hon. Signals Officer and Council of BC Yacht Clubs –
• Andreas reported no additional updates.
Council of BC Yacht Clubs
• Andreas reported no additional updates.
Fleet Captain –
• Robert reported no additional updates
Staff Captain –
• Doug reported no additional updates.
Vice Commodore –
• Cathie reported no additional updates.
Past Commodore
• Chris reported no additional updates.
Gulf Sailor Editor –
• Suzanne reminded new executive members to send their
bio.
Commodore –
• Pat reported no additional updates.
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Door Prize –
• The door prize was awarded to Robert Sinkus after
drawing Bruce and Adele and Ted Henriksen, none of
whom were in attendance at the meeting.
Business Arising from the Reports
• None.
NEW BUSINESS –
• None
Motion to Adjourn by Robert
Sinkus. Seconded by Glen
Mitchell.
Meeting adjourned 20:21 hrs.
Minutes prepared and
respectfully submitted by
Cecilia Wong, Hon. Secretary,
S/V Sassy.

Thanks so much to John Dixon for sending this to my InBox. I hadn’t made
any resolutions this year, what with Covid, but these will do the trick!
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